
Leo ~ Sun ~ 5th House 

Some people say they haven't yet found themselves. 
But the Self is not something one finds, 

It is something one CREATES! 
~ Thomas Szasz ~ 

Leo Represents:  
   
•The Core Self  
•Personality  
•How you present *YOU* to the world  
•Follow your heart  
•Create your own destiny  
•Pride / Dignity  
•Ego  
•Self-Love  
•Self-Actualization  
•Expressiveness  
•Confidence  
•Accepting Love and/or praise 
•Physical Appearance  
•Theatrical Expression  
•Creativity  
•Artistic Expression  
•Light and Life-Giving  
•The Source              
•Enthusiasm  
•Radiance  
•Romance  
•Passion  
•Joy  
•Kindness  
•Take Risks  
•Determination  
•Leadership  
•Stamina  
•Follow Through  
•Loyalty  
•Extravagance  
•Fun / Games  
•Parties  
•Vacation  
•Recreational Sports  
•Sex / Dating  
•Children 
   

Body:  

Leo Challenges:  
        
•Heart problems represent longstanding emotional problems 
•Lack of joy, hardening of the heart 
•Belief in strain or stress 
•Not allowing yourself to love or be loved weakens your heart muscle 
     

Leo Highlights: 
      

•Get out, socialize and be seen.  
•Express yourself and your innate creativity.  
•Allow others to praise & admire all your talents/accomplishments.  
•It's time for you to express the King or Queen within.  
•Honor your Core Self in some significant way.  
•Pamper yourself, make time to take time out  
            just for YOU.  
•Find a NEW way to do the same old things.  
•Exercise those faith muscles.  
•Decide which parts of your SELF no longer  
            apply.  
•Access your own inner confidence in who you  
            are.   

•Heart  
•Back & Spine  
•Exhaustion 

•Heat Exhaustion  
•Inflammations  



     This month is all about YOU!! This energy always makes me want to sing, "This little light of mine, I'm 
gonna let it shine ..." If you did the Cancer work of clearing emotional debris (ineffective reactions, old 
habits, past events or people) from your life - you should be quite READY for Leo's 'star of the show'       
energy to manifest through you. If that's not really your thing (typically) it more-less signifies a time for 
you to get out anyway and socialize and be seen! What's the use of clearing a space for all your good and 
then sitting around waiting for it to knock on your door? It ain't gonna happen!  
     This energy requires self-expression, in a most creative fashion, drawing attention to ourselves. (You 
introverts are the only ones who may struggle with this one.) It's time to get out there and express what's 
inside you. It's time to allow others to praise and admire all your talents and accomplishments. It's time 
for you to express the King or Queen within. If you aren't comfortable with other people admiring and 
praising you, then you should do it for your Self in some way, shape or form - it is even more powerful 
when it comes from within. Pamper yourself, make time to take time out just for YOU. Don't worry if it 
seems frivolous. Sometimes the most valuable insights come to us when we completely detach and do 
something out of the ordinary. Shake up the energy in your world. Be creative.  
      It's a time of creativity. If you don't like the way your life has been going lately, BE CREATIVE! This 
whole time, the introduction of the Aquarian Age, is about finding NEW ways to do the same old things. 
The old ways no longer work, we're all being forced to be creative and come up with new ways of             
functioning. You can do it - experiment. 
      This is a wonderful time when the Universe supports you unequivocally. You can create the life you've 
always dreamed of if you just connect to it. You have to believe it is actually possible in order to connect to 
the energy which will manifest it. So exercise those faith muscles! This isn't Scorpio energy of creation, 
where you can manifest your thoughts almost instantly, but it is the creative energy of Leo. It's more about 
creative expression of SELF! Who are you? What motivates you? How do you express yourself creatively? 
      You are in an amazing position, right now, to decide which parts of your SELF no longer apply. This is 
the time to introduce the "new you" to the world. Don't allow people to limit you with labels. If anyone 
doubts your change, you can just look at them and smile and say, "I used to do that, (or be that way or say 
things like that or feel a certain way) but I don't anymore!" This energy can make you seek others'    
approval but it is more necessary that you find your own inner confidence in who you are. There is nothing 
more attractive than authentic, cool confidence. Dig deep! It's there! 


